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Campus cop's resignation requested
after arrest report manipulated
by Jessica Lowell
Staff Writer
0 Copyright 1986
The Daily Maine Campus
At the time of his resignation in
January, William Prosser, former assis-
tant director of Police Services, said his
reason for leaving was personal; that he
didn't want to work anymore.
However, a state legislator said Pros-
ser was asked to resign when it was
discovered he had tampered with an ar-
change) was discovered by Officer
Laughlin (the arresting officer), he
reported it to Alan Reynolds, who took
the matter to the district attorney," he
said.
Alan Reynolds is the director of
UMO's department of Police and Safety.
Christopher Almy, Penobscot Coun-
ty district attorney, said Reynolds con-
tacted him about the incident, and his
office conducted a separate
investigation.
Almy said a statement made by
"Anything we could have achieved by
criminal prosecution was served by Pros-
ser's resignation."
— District Attorney Christopher Almy
rest report involving a UMO hockey
player.
"I think most of the students think
(Prosser) resigned for personal reasons,
and that is not the case," said Rep.
Frederick Soucy, D-Kittery.
Soucy said his son John, an Alpha Tau
Omega member, was assaulted Jan. 17
at a Residential Life-catered party at the
ATO house by Michael Golden.
"The arresting officer filed an arrest
report, and sometime after that during
the weekend, Prosser attempted to
change (that) report," Soucy said.
"The official wording was, 'He im-
properly interfered with the original
police investigation:
"It is my understanding that when (the
Golden on the report was removed and
replaced with another statement.
"Based on the information we had, we
talked to university administrators, and
decided not to file charges against Pros-
ser," he said. "Anything we could have
achieved by criminal prosecution was
served by Prosser's resignation."
Almy said the crime for which Prosser
could have been charged was "hindering
apprehension and prosecution. He
said it was an obscure charge and not
one he came across frequently. The max-
imum punishment for this Class E crime
is a six-month sentence, a $500 fine, or
both. 
_
Thomas Aceto, vice president for Stu-
dent and Administrative Services said,
"It is university policy not to discuss per-
sonnel matters with the press. " He
said the circumstances of the case
favored neither Golden nor Prosser.
"The final problem was corrected ... I
am not free to talk about it."
When asked about the alleged change
in the arrest report, Officer William
Laughlin of the UMOPD said he knew
nothing about it and would make no-fur-
ther comment.
Lt. John Gray, who now serves as
assistant director of Police Services, said
the original assault charge brought
against Golden was dropped. He was
charged with disorderly conduct and fin-
ed $150, Gray said.
When asked for a copy of the police
report Gray said, "The chief (Reynolds)
told me he preferred not to have the
report released at this time."
Arrest reports are a matter of public
record to which the public has right of
access, unless the case is under investiga-
tion or the accused is a minor.
Prosser, when contacted at his home,
said Rep. Soucy's account of the cir-
cumstances leading to his resignation
was "not true" and declined to comment
further.
Reynolds, after repeated calls to his
office and home, could not be reached
for comment.
Dale MacDonald, director of Person-
nel Services, said classified employees
receive pensions if they have worked for
the university for 10 years, regardless of
the circumstances of their leaving.
Prosser worked for the UMOPD for
13 years.
Paper pulpers begin addition to Jenness
by Ned Porter
Staff Writer
Construction of the new wing for Jen-
ness Hall officially began Thursday with
a groundbreaking ceremony.
The two-story addition will be com-
pleted in spring 1987 and ready to use
at the beginning of the 1987-88 academic
year. Construction of the building was
financed by a $3 million bond issue ap-
proved by voters in November 1984.
The University of Maine Pulp and
Paper Foundation expects to raise $2.5
million to equip the building. The foun-
dation is funded by the paper industry
Seven ceremonial spades await the thrusts of (heir ceremonial administrators. Presi-dent Johnson got the gilded spade.(Pierce photo)
to encourage teaching and research in
pulp and paper technology.
William Palm, chairman of the Jen-
ness Hall Fund Raising Committee, said
the fund-raising program was formally
announced Thursday afternoon, but
they had already received $750,000 from
members of the foundation.
The new wing will house a paper
machine, pulping pilot plant, related
laboratories and service shops. The
chemical engineering lab will be moved
to the building from Aubert Hall.
The groundbreaking ceremony was
part of the 36th annual Pulp and Paper
Foundation Open House.
Speaking to about 200 foundation
members at the ceremony, UMaine
Trustee Francis Brown, a member of the
foundation's board of directors, said,
"It's a facility that the state of Maine
and industry can be proud of; serving
students of the coming century, the 21st.
And it will ensure leadership in pulp and
paper education the world over. "
Palm said, "Maine has been a leader,
if not the leader in preparing people for
the industry. With this, Maine will con-
tinue to be at the forefront."
UMaine funding
clears
first hurdle
by Rebecca Smith
Staff Writer
The UMaine $15 million sup-
plemental budget won unanimous
approval from the Appropriations
and Financial Affairs Committee
Thursday.
The committee recommended
that the full $15 million be award-
ed to the UMaine system.
The Taxation Committee is ex-
pected to decide tomorrow how it
will raise the money, and if it can
raise the full amount.
About $8.5 million of the
budget package is slated for UMO.
It includes funding for academic
support, equipment, research,
faculty development, the graduate
prograrn, student aid, libraries and
computer services, the cooperative
extension and teacher education.
"Getting the bill through ap-
propriations is half the battle,"
said Rep. Stephen Bost, D-Orono.
Taxation Committee member
Rep. Joseph Mayo, D-Thomaston,
said "I will vote for it. The chances
are good for passage.
Rep. John Cashman, D-Old
Town, said he was pleased that the
budget passed intact.
"Now we have to decide how to
fund it, if we fund it," said
Cashman, a member of the Taxa-
tion Committee.
There are eight bills and 16 or 17
different proposals for tax in-
creases and changing exemptions
which would raise the additional
revenues required for the UMaint
appropriation.
"The committee will have to
decide which proposals are ap-
propriate," he said.
Some proposals have no support
at all, Cashman said. These pro-
posals include suspending the tax
exemption on vehicles used in in-
terstate commerce and the tax on
out-of-state, long distance
telephone calls.
Rather than increasing taxes,
one proposal for raising the funds
is to use the money that has been
set aside to give teachers a $1,000
stipend in 1987.
Rep. John Bott, R-Orono, said
he was pleased that the $15 million
was unanimously approved by the
Appropriation and Financial -Af-
fairs Committee.
He was concerned, however, that
the committee's approval of a
separate $7.7 million bond issue
also targeted for the UMaine
System on a party vote of eight
Democrats to five Republicans
might have repurcussions on the$15 million appropriations bill.
At the last minute, members of
the committee from the Lewiston-
Auburn area added an amendment
tacking $4.1 million on to the bond
issue, Bott said.
The money would go toward
establishing a campus at
Lewiston-Auburn.
2 
Racism workshop will try
to reverse historical bigotry
by Ned Porter
Staff Writer
Heightening participant's awareness
t of racism and attempting to "undo
racism" are the goals of a weekend
workshop on racism, organizers of the
event said.
The Workshop on Undoing Racism
will be held in the Memorial Union and
presented by the Northern Maine Coali-
tion on Undoing Racism.
Karen Hartnagle, a publicist for the
workshop, said, "It is an intensive, per-
sonal workshop. They explore their own
feelings and attitudes toward racism.
And I think it is very eye opening. "
The workshop will consist of informa-
tional and training sessions. They in-
clude a definition of racism, history of
The Daily Maine Campus. Friday, April II, 1986.
racism in the United States, racism and
militarism, racism toward Native
Americans and strategies for undoing
racism.
The workshop will be conducted by
Jim Dunn, of New York, and Ron
Chisom, of New Orleans, co-founders of
the People's Institute for Survival and
Beyond. The institute is dedicated to en-
ding institutional' oppression.
Karen Harlan, an organizer of the
event, said a similar workshop was held
last year in Portland. The committee
formed as a result of the workshop
helped sponsor Martin Luther King Day
events in Portland this year.
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"It's a hope it would happen here,"
she said. "But, it remains to be seen."
Harlan anticipates the formation of a
committee after the workshop at UMO,
she said. "Hopefully the committee will
be meeting after the workshop on an
ongoing basis, strategizing about undo-
ing racism. "
Funding for the affair has come from
the Northern Maine Coalition on Undo-
ing Racism, UMO offices and agencies,
and a grant from the Haymarket Foun-
dation of Boston.
Sponsors at UMO, including the -
President's Office, the Women's Center
and the Maine Peace Action Committee,
have donated about $1,500, Harlan said.
She said a number of the donations
were for scholarships to offset the $20
registration fee for students.
Classifieds
ACT NOW! DISKETTES. Bulk 5-1/4'
DS/DD. 49 cents each. Lots of 50. These
are not seconds. MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. No questions asked. Call
MEI, 1-800-634-3478, 9-9 FS7' M-F; 10-6
Sat. Offer expires 5/15/86.
Eddington Bradley Road near UMO 1 Bdrm
Apt available immediatly $280 & utilities.
No pets. 947-4115 Mon.-Fri. 8-4 or
843-5584.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIA FELY - FAMB
HOUSING. 1 bedroom apts. at Universit
Park. 113 mi. from campus. Must be full
time students, professional staff/faculty .
$235 mil/plus elec. Telephone 581-4600.
Resident Advisor for UM() Fraternit •
Mature, responsible individual, must be 25
years of age. Counseling experience
desirable. Room, board, and stipend, begin-
ing Fall '86. Apply in writing to: Brian
Ames, 1 Merchant Playa, Bangor MI-
04401.
OLD TOWN: unfurnished 1 & 2 bedroom
apartments available after May 15 for im-
mediate occupancy. Call days 827-6121.
evenings/wknds 827-5483. 827-7542.
827-3761.
ORONO APARTMENTS: now showing
and leasing apartments for next fall, for ap-
pointment call: 827-2402 or 827-7231.
Joana Whirley where are you, we miss and
love you & want to know more about you.
Please call 866-4246.
lassilieds are $1.50 for the first twenti
vsords and 10' for each additional %Ord per
Dr. Records
US FANCY 12 IN MIN
Rolling Stones Dirtywork
LPs .ea. 6.99
CRISP CRUNCHY-LP OR CASS
• Van Haien
5150 ea. 7.49
SUPER SELECT. VINE RIPENED
Judas Priest
Turbo 
 
ea. 8.49
2 LB ASST VARIETIES
Howard Jones
EP 
 
ea. 5.99
22 OZ PIEG OR LEMON SCENTEL
Julian Lennon
Daydreaming ea. 8.49
Your grocery money always goes further at
Dr. Records
20 Main St.
Orono
866-7874
prices good thru 4i12/86
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World/U.S. News
Riper/banking
heiress
abducted
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) —
Masked men kidnapped Jennifer
Guinness, a member of one of
Europe's richest families, from her
clifftop mansion and demanded
millions in ransom, police said-
Thursday.
Police Superintendent Frank
Hanlon said Mrs. Guinness, whose
husband is a distant cousin of the
Guinness brewery family, pleaded
with the three kidnappers not to
take her daughter and they left the
young woman behind, bound hand
and foot.
Irish police posted roadblocks,
launched a massive search in the
Irish Republic and informed police
across the border in Northern
Ireland. Forty-five detectives, sup-
ported by hundreds of uniformed
police, were assigned to the hunt.
I-(anlon said there were
similarities between the abduction,
which occurred Tuesday after-
noon, and kidnappings by the
outlawed Irish Republican Army,
but it might be the woik of or-
dinary criminals.
A news blackout had been im-
posed on the case since Mrs. Guin-
ness, 48, was taken from her home
overlooking Dublin Bay.
Before fleeing in a car, police
said, the kidnappers told her: "Two
million pounds or you will never
see her again." Two million Irish
pounds is about $2.6 million.
Mrs. Guinness is married to
John Guinness, 50. chairman of
the Dublin merchant bank Guin-
ness Mahon and Co. The Guin-
nesses, whose two main family
branches are in banking and brew-
ing, are among the richest families
in Europe.
Cult leader, son convicted of murder
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — A survivalist
cult leader and his 16-year-old son were
convicted of murder today in the slay-
ing of a cult member at the group's
southeast Nebraska farm.
Jurors who began deliberations Tues-
day found Michael Ryan, 37, guilty of
first-degree murder and his son Dennis
guilty of second-degree murder. The
elder Ryan stared at the judge as the ver-
dict was read while Dennis held his head
in his hands and cried.
The Ryans were accused of the torture
slaying of 26-year-old cult member
James Thimm.
Defense attorneys argued the Ryans
were insane when Thimm was killed last
April.
Michael Ryan could be sentenced to
death or life in prison. Dennis Ryan
could be sentenced to 10 years to life in
prison.
According to authorities, Michael
Ryan led a group of about 20 adults and
children on the farm near Rub o in
1984-85. The group hated Jews and
stored food, clothing and weapons to
prepare for a final battle between good
and evil.
Thimm's body was found in an un-
marked grave last August when
authorities raided the farm for a second
time.
The Ryans and three former cult
members admitted that they tortured
Thimm, but disagreed about who was
responsible for his death.
James Haverkamp, Timothy
Haverkamp and John David Andreas
were allowed to plead guilty to reduced
charges in exchange for their testimony
against the Ryans. They are awaiting
sentencing.
Michael Ryan is to stand trial Aug. 4
on a charge of first-degree murder in the
death of a boy whose body also was
found during the August search.
Dunphy out on bail pending appeal
BANGOR, Maine (AP) —0The pastor
of the Lee Baptist Church, who is ap-
pealing a recent conviction for assault,
was released from jail Thursday.
Bail for the Rev. Daniel Dunphy was
set at $500, said Penobscot County
District Attorney Christopher Almyt-
Under conditions of the release set by
Panel stresses
WASHINGTON (AP) — A private
blue-ribbon panel including the heads of
the two major teacher unions will call
for drastic changes in the education, cer-
tification and pay of schoolteachers.
A draft of the final report of the
Carnegie Forum on Education and the
Economy calls for abolishing the
bachelor's degree in education and con-
ducting all professional teacher educa-
tion at the graduate level.
It also endorses creation of a National
Board of Professional Teaching
Standards to grant teaching cer-
tificates to those who pass stiff tests,
regardless of whether they had taken an
education courses.
Teachers would still have to obtain
licenses from states, but a board-certified
(.. ..t.w(..!
Evergreen Apartments
Now renting for Summer or Fall. Modern furnished 1 bedroom apart-
ments suitable for 2 people in a forest setting near campus. Reserve
your unit now for reduced rates. Lots of storage. Special leases for
seniors. Starting at $380/month.
Call Today: RI. Realty Management
942-4815
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NOW HIRING
Manager 1986-1987
Please fill out an application
at the York Complex Office
by April 18, 1986
Superior Court Justice Eugene Beaulieu,
Dunphy will waive his right to bear arms.
Dunphy will make his son Carl, 14,
and Robert James available to the court,
and authorities will be able to search for
weapons in the Lee Baptist Church, the
Lee Christian School, Dunphy's home
and any vehicle he uses, Almy said.
Dunphy had been in Penobscot Coun-
ty Jail since last week after being con- ,
victed of assaulting a Hudson woman ipz
an incident last May. He was senteed
to six months and a day, and he is ap-
pealing his conviction to the state
supreme court.
teacher education change
teacher would have prestige and extra advanced certificates be paid up to
earnings power, akin to the board cer- $65,000 a year for 12 months work —
tification process for physicians.
It recommends that top teachers with
almost triple the current average salary
for teachers of $23,564.
The
Bill Kirchner
Nonet
Friday, April 11, 1986 8:00 p.m.
Hot Jazz from this acclaimed
nine-member ensemble!
Student Rush — ur price tickets 1h hour before performance
HAUCK AUDITORIUM
University of Maine at Orono
Tickts: 581-1755
-_
4
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AIDS victim returns to class
KOKOMO, Ind. (AP) — Teen-age
AIDS victim Ryan White returned to
school Thursday after a judge threw out
a temporary order barring his atten-
dance, and
-some parents promptly took
their children out of class in protest.
The ruling by Clinton Circuit Judge
Jack R. O'Neill was the latest move in
i-the legal battle that has kept the 14-year-
old Kokomo youth out of elates all but
one day of this school year.
Ryan,, who contracted acquired im-
mune deficiency syndrome through
blood treatments for herrlophilia, has
been barred from classes since last
summer.
Parents of Ryan's classmates at the
Western Middle School had obtained the
temporary injunction on Feb. 21, the one
day Ryan attended classes after a local
health officer said he posed no threat to
his classmates.
On Thursday, Ryan was whisked away
from the court hearing and taken to
school. Asked if he was ready to finish
the school year after monitoring classes
until now through a telephone link, the
boy said, "Yeah, I guess."
Parents opposed to Ryan's return
responded by pulling their children from
classes immediately. Those who had
sought the temporary injunction plann-
ed to meet with their attorney, David
Rosselot, later in the day to determine
whether they would appeal O'Neill's
ruling.
Western Middle School Principal Ron
Colby said about 27 of the school's 364
pupils were taken home by their parents
after it was announced Ryan would
return to classes.
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meet me at
THE DEN
Major 7
Fri & Sat
April 11 & 12 
Video Jockey
Sunday
April 13
No Cover Charge Everyone1om
Newco Market
Main Street, Orono - 866-7710
One Stop Shopping
Slice, Diet Slice,
Hires, Crush
2 liter
Schweppes Mixers 2199c
1 liter
Busch
suit case (24/12 oz. cans) plus tax  ep.
Busch $4.89
12/12 oz. cans plus tax & dep.
99c
plus tax & dep.
plus tax & dep.
-$9•.79
Portland Lager Is Here!
$5.19 6pk
plus tax & dep.
VCR Rentals Tapes
$6 weekdays 2 for $1 Mon, Tues, Wed
$10 weekends $2 Th-Sun
* Agency Liquor Store *
*** WANTED ***
Business Manager
and Editor of PRISM
Applications:
ask for PRISM
at JBR Office
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NEWS BRIEFS
Rainstorms flood Brazil
forcing evacuations
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil (AP)
— Tropical rainstorms have flood-
ed the homes of 121,000 people in
the northeastern states of
Maranhao and Ceara, officials
said Thursday.
Francisco Albuquerque of the
Maranhao Interior Departtinent
said by telephone that heavy rain-
fall since late February had driven
at least 81,000 people from their
homes and overflowing rivers had
blocked roads and bridges.
In neighboring Ceara, Ines
Prata of the state Interior Depart-
ment said by telephone that about
40,000 people were homeless.
Maranhao and Ceara are nor-
mally considered to be in a
drought zone. Ms. Prata said many
flood victims in Ceara are farmers
who left during a 1978-1985
drought in which 250,000 people
died. She said many farmers
returned when rains fell again and
built new homes near rivers to be
close to the water they needed for
irrigating crops.
Leighton complains,
convention altered
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) —
The Republican Convention agen-
da has been altered to allow GOP
gubernatorial candidate Porter D.
Leighton to make an opening day
appearance at the podium.
Leighton, who complained last
week that party leaders were try-
ing to undermine his campaign,
said Thursday that he will present
a gift to a national speaker on Fri-
day April 25.
The former Harrison legislator
had been annoyed that he was to
speak only on Sunday while his
opponent, John R. McKernan, is
scheduled to appear Wore the
convention on Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday.
GOP leaders said that the last
day of the convention has always '
been devoted to gubernatorial can-
didates, and that McKernan's ap-
pearances were to be in his role as
the 1st District congressman.
"It's apparent that the
kingmakers now realize their
mistake," or pressure from
McKernan "forced them to hand
us at least this crumb."
African aid group
sponsors ` Sportaid"
UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
Rock star Bob Geldof Thursday
announced his African aid group
will _sponsor "Sportaid" next
month, designed to be "the biggest
mass sports participation in the
history of the world."
Geldof, appeared at a news con-
ference with James Grant, director
of UNICEF, which will co-sponsor
the effort to raise funds for
African relief.
Geldof said runners in Ethiopia
and the Sudan will start May 17
and other runners are expected to
reach New York May 25 where they
will light a torch at the United Na-
tions May 25.
At that moment, "the world will
begin running," the Irish musi-
cian said.
Races have been organized all
over the world under the slogan
"The Race Against Time," he
said. Each runner will pay $10 for
a T-shirt which will be the entry fee
and the chief means of
fund-raising.
Sportaid is also seeking cor-
porate sponsors, he said.
MSXtor
Stillwater Village
II
Now Renting For September
Two 1-Bedrooms, Two 2
-Bedrooms, and Two 3-Bedrooms left
Equipped With
Stove, Refrigerator, Dishwasher, Garbage Disposal,
Wall-to-Wall Carpeting, and Terrace or Balcony
Heat and Hot Water Included
rents start at
$385 per month
Several apartments available with July or August rent free.
866-2658 
-
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Magazine
Planetarium in irony
Understaffed and underfunded,
it serves record-breaking crowds
by M.0 Davis
Staff Writer
Comet Halley has attracted more people
to the Planetarium than ever before.
The Planetarium is located in Wingate
Hall. It has had so many visitors, in fact,
that staff workers have no time to count
them all, said Alan W Davenport,
Planetarium director.
But the facility has always experienced
financial restraints, which has kept it from
fully catering to the new interest in
astronomy evidenced by the crowds who pay
admission at the Planetarium.
So why is Davenport and his entire staff
not smiling?
(see STARS page 8)
A Mexicanestaurant
Watering Hole
DOWNSTAIRS
THURSDAY
Ladies Night$2.00 16oz. Strawberry Margaritas
FRIDAY 3pm
Happy Hour. Free Nachos /504: Drafts
• SATURDAY 8 -10pm —4
$2.00 16oz. Margaritas
Arlo West Band
Fri., & Sat.
April 11 & 12
Now .,rving ,unch on hi. .y V
usibi.=
4,444 SEA Concerts..
 44, Spring .
. 4,4, 4, 4, 
.
* SAL S 1-1 ' 86
* *
* :* 
.4* * ........................ ** *t* *
t 8:00 pm in the "PIT" 
4,
4,4, 14, $7 w/UMO I.D. $9 non-students ** *
:4' *. *.4
.4 Tickets on sale in the SEA office April 4 *
** 
*
1 
OR at the UMO Box Office Mem. Union April 7-11
, OR at the door. 
*
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John Callerty and -the
.
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Editorial
Terrorizing
0h, happy day ... those unhappy terroristsare spoiling all our fun.
Airports at Athens, Beirut, Karachi, New Delhi
and Teheran should be avoided, according to
Business International, a New York-based con-
sulting firm. The International Air Line Pilots
Association and the International Airline
Passengers Association aren't too keen on Rome
and Cairo, either.
In this age when technology has created a
smaller world, it is that same technology that is in-
creasing the isolation of nations. As a result,
security consultants are now warning business ex-
ecutives and diplomats to travel light, thus avoiding
the flash that is the trademark of the "ugly
American."
US. News & World Report this week includes
advice given by counterterrorist security experts to
world business traveters:
"Don't travel in flashy limousines."
"Vary arrival and departure times and routes."
"Avoid parking in clearly labeled executive park-
ing places."
"Don't dress in a way that marks you as a
wealthy American."
"Don't carry impressive membership cards in
your wallet. Leave them in your suitcase." (You
know, in case they check your ID for the enthicity
of your surname.)
tourists
"Stay in VIP lounges or other airport areas
behind security barriers."
But the characteristics implicit in these sugges-
tions are not only associated with wealthy coor-
porate executives. When vacation time rolls around,
most Americans go out of their way to take it easy
— no matter how much it costs or how far away it
is. The secret is to act wealthy, even if it's only for
a week or two. That's the American way.
And that's the attitude that got the United States
into trouble with those bomb-tossing rebels. Or so
they say. Either way, maybe it's time to evalute the
basis of American national pride. The next time a
vacation opportunity rolls around, why not find
out what is so great about any one of the United
States, instead of taking the media's word for it.
When traveling abroad, there seems to be little
clout left in carrying a medallion of blind U.S.
patriotism as if it is a bulletproof vest ... How dare
they? Just as it is wrong for terrorists to justify
killing innocent people with negative generaliza-
tions assigned to a whole nation, so is it wrong for
Americans to brag about these great United States
without checking them out. And Disney Land
doesn't count. Nobody's starving at Mickey's
house.
3e1w-kit.tc'
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EP CARROLL 
Look out!
There's a worsening chaos of weird-
ness swirling around us that grows dai-
ly and is causing me great concern. Find
- below a little list of some of the
manifestations of dangerous oddities,
which, while probably unrelated and not
part of some dastardly conspiracy, seem
familiar in their predictability. It's sort
of a list of things to watch out for in the
future (not that we can do much about
them).
— This weekend you can have your
children fingerprinted at the Bangor
Mall, if you've got some. The idea is that
with the great alarm and paranoia rip-
pling through the country about losing
little Johnny to a child-snatching
fetishist, if you've got his prints on
record his return will be greatly
facilitated.
The numbers involved in kiddy-
napping have been greatly disputed since
this rage first hit, bringing up the ques-
tion 'Why would anyone fabricate such
terror by blowing it out of proportion?'
Do they want a federal task force com-
missioned, or do they want to cow us in-
to such fear of leaving the house that we
become check-writing nincompoops
with elaborate home entertainment
systems purchased via interactive
television?
If the latter is true, is this weekend's
shopping/parental vigilance event aim-
ed at luring the fearful back to the
stores?
— While I'm on the created paranoia
kick, how 'bout the job the Reagan anti-
terrorist squad has done on European
tourism? Never mind that lunatic
Americans can now buy weapons
anywhere with cash and a smile — if you
travel abroad you're as good as dead.
Not surprisingly
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On searching
for a focus
Recently a friend of mine (whom I us-
ed to have great respect for) told me that
what he likes best about me is that I have
no focus.
It seems that since I've assumed the
role of graduating senior, my friends,
companions and relatives have taken it
upon themselves to find a focus for my
life. They want to help me make the tran-
sition from college to the outside world
by developing a lifestyle for me.
I have an friend who lives in northern
Nebraska on a soy bean farm. I recently
received a lengthy letter from her inviting
me to come live in Swallow Springs dur-
ing the summer. She said there are great
opportunities waiting for me there.
My older friend is a hang-on flower
child from the 60s. She lives with II
other adults, six children, four dogs and
three goats in a five-bedroom farm. The
philosophy is sharing. I would have ins-
tant mates, instant children and my
name changed to "Flowering Wheat."
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Not surprisingly. tile Maine Bureau of
Tourism expects a bumper season, and
doesn't hesitate to link the stay-at-home-
and-quiver set to the murderous hordes
outside our borders.
— Easing into Libyan waters, imagine
a fleet of warships as proportionately
larger than our Atlantic fleet as the Sixth
Fleet is to the Libyan Navy. The huge
flotilla belongs to our primary perceiv-
ed enemy, but it's 12 V: miles off
Nlatinicus only to assert the letter of in-
ternational law. I'm sure we'd be very
calm and understanding.
— On the same topic, remember those
Libyan hit squads The Great One told
us were coming? It turned out all the oil
money in the desert couldn't buy them
all round-trip tickets to Dallas-Ft.
Worth, so now they have to settle for the
paltry few Texans our limp-wristed Euro-
pean allies will let them feed on.
Khadafy is so crazy he wouldn't even
follow the example of the Bulgarian
papal plotters when they told him to use
a zealous Mirk who could later try to get
off and conceal his connection by claim-
ing to be Jesus Christ.
— Finally, and especially, look out in
the future for any educational institution
which sells its students as a herd of con-
sumers by allowing the Coffee Develop-
ment Group to co-sponsor a local
humorist. The early warnings are a lack
of beer in the "student pub", a hasty
renaming of the place as a "cof-
feehouse", a mug of coffee cheaply
painted into said humorist's hand on the
promo posters and a proliferation of
espresso informational pamphlets. The
precedent it sets: Liquid speed is good;
it's not pills or powder, even if it is ad-
dictive. Demon alcohol is bad; it keeps
people from operating at full productive
capacity and graduating glib and
up-beat.
So watch out for these things; I'd
rather be paranoid than dead.
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She promises me happines and love.
Another friend has recently moved to
THE CITY. Which city? Why Portland
of course.
When we-were social friends her name
was Sandy. It is now Samantha Collins-
Nlurray. She is using both her mother's
maiden name and her father's name so
she will not discriminate against anyone.
I have another friend who is in the
same situation of looking for a focus.
She answered an advertisement in a
Boston paper. Needed: one-shipmate, for
a year cruise to the Caribbean, ending
up in France. _ 
Shi made plans to set sail on March
20. She and two other couples would.
drink up sunshine and seek adventure.
Her captain informed her two days
before departure that everyone on the
crew was a naturalist and that would be
the lifestlye.
Well, my friend thought, no problem
— she could be a vegetarian for a year
and eat nuts and yogurt. What she fail-
ed to realize was that naturalist believe
in livingly "naturally" of course. While
in France her free accommodations
would be at a nudist colony. In fact, she
would be living nude for a year. She
opted out — chicken.
My mother wants me to live with her.
Kelly Mullins is a senior journalism
major who has no focus in her life or her
column. But she does know one thing,
Eric: she doesn't want to go to Australia.
when writing
The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor
and commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or
less; commentaries should be about 450 words.
Anonymous letters or commentaries are
welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special
circumstances. The Maine Campus
reserves th.. right to edit letters
and commentaries for length.
taste and libel.
0•10M.16.
Seabrook anti-nuke rally
To the editor:
I am writing to let you know
about a rally that's coming up
and to ask you to help us
publicize it (either as a member
of an interested student group
or as an individual).
The rally is at Seabrook, in
New Hampshire. Because of the
attention New England has
been getting in the press on this
nuclear dump issue, and
because of New Hampshire's
"First in the Nation" primaries,
we are in a unique position to
influence our federal govern-
ment's nuclear power policy.
An important step in doing
this is to make the connection
between nuclear power and
nuclear waste clear. Gov. John
Sununu of New Hampshire in-
sists there is no relationship bet-
ween Seabrook and the propos-
ed nuclear waste dump.
We need to show him that we
disagree. Strongly.
For all you inactive activists,
it's time to come out of the
woods.
For you non-activists, come
on! Even my republican grand-
mother is getting involved in
this one!
And for all you active ac-
-tivists, thanks. We could use
your help on this one, too.
Please join us on April 12,
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Hampton Beach State Park,
just north of Seabrook as we
deliver a message to New
Hampshire yankee, Gov. John
Sununu, the U.S. Department
of Energy and any 1988
presidential hopefuls: "No
nukes and no dumps!"
I hope to see you there!
Tricia Perham
No Nukes/No Dumps
Committee
Box 1981
Seabrook, NH 03874
The only game in town
To the editor:
Universities looking for
research funds are finding the
Pentagon offers "the only game
in town!'
According to,‘recent report
by the Council of Economic
Priorities, funds earmarked for
SDI "inniovative" research,
awarded primarily to univer-
sities, will quadruple in FY 1986
to $100 million. Pentagon fun-
ding for defense 'projects at
universities has increased 89
percent in the last _live years.
. Today, incredibly, this con-
stitutes 16 percent of all federal-
iy funded university research —
the same share received by
universities during the height of
the Vietnam War.
MIT and its off-campus Lin-
coln Laboritories, for example,
in FY 1985 received a whopping
59 percent of all its research
funds from DoD, at least one
fifth of which went to SDI.
Across the nation, some 43
other schools have also receiv-
ed Star Wars contracts. Such a
rapid increase shows that
universities have become the
next targeted constituency, after
military industries, for the SDI
research porkbarrel.
What has happened to basic
research? It is expected to grow
only one percent this year, while
military research and develop-
ment is expected to increase 21
percent.
Though classified research
has been restricted on most ma-
jor campuses since the 60s,
much of the final stage SDI
research will fall into this
classified category.
What this means is that
universities, traditionally a ma-
jor source of unbiased scientific
research, are becoming more
and more dependent on the
Department of Defense.
The Pentagon is supplying
more than one half of all
federal funds for mathematics
and computer sciences, effec-
tively putting it in charge of
those disciplines which are key
in the development of high
technology.
Given the Pentagon's spotty
record on quality and cost con-
trol, this will ultimately hurt
U.S. technological growth and
competitiveness. More than
2,600 faculty members have
already signed a petition calling
the Star Wars project "deeply
misguided and dangerous:' in-
cluding Hans Bet he of Cornell
and Philip Morrison of MIT.
Opposition to the "invasion
df academia" by the Pentagon
is growing nationwide.
Students, faculty and the public
everywhere should join in mak-
ing their views heard on this im-
portant issue.
Rosy Nimroody
Project Director
Council on Economic Priorities
s
Quiz on world problems
To the editor:
Anyone who watches the
evening news knows that there
are many problems in the world
today. Attention cannot be
given to them all, and some re-
main virtually unreported on
for one reason or another.
The war in Afghanistan is a
prime example. Because of the
restrictions on movement and
censorship imposed by the
government, the Western news
media has expressed little in-
terest in this difficult assign-
ment. People know little of the
war, unless they investigate the
matter on their own time.
Below is a short true or false
test. How much do you know
about the war?
1) Radio Moscow maintains
that all trouble is caused by
"Pakistani thugs" funded by
the CIA and Chinese.
2) Approximately one-third
of the people (five million) have
fled, making the Afghanis one
of the largest refugee popula-
tions in the world.
3) The Afghan army went
from 80,000 to 30,000 (due to
desertions) when it was ex-
pected to fight alongside the
Soviets against the rebels.
4) Poison gas use has been
documented by the Interna-
tional Federation of Human
Rights of Paris, France.
5) Radio Moscow claims the
U.S. provided $100 million in
1980, $250 million in 1985, and
will provide $600 million in
1986 in covert military aid to the
rebels.
6) Medecins sans Frontieres
(Doctors without Borders),
under Dr. Juliette Fournot, is
• the only Western organization
that has actively attempted to
help the wounded and sick.
7) Half a million Afghanis
faced starvation in 1985.
8) The U.S.S.R. has ex-
perienced 8,000 killed and
P'nuts co-op
To the editor:
P'nuts Food Co-op was
organized a number of years
ago, yet remains strong today.
We are sponsored by the Off
Campus Board and offer quali-
ty food at low prices.
Our membership is not
limited to students but open to
the entire community. We carry
a variety of food items in-
cluding grains, flours, honey,
oils, legumes, eggs, dairy pro-
ducts, seafood, juices, canned
goods and locally baked breads.
The co-op is located in the
basement of Chadbourne Hall,
where we distribute and order
food weekly. Our prices are kept
low because we buy food at
wholesale prices and do all of
the weighing and packaging
ourselves.
To find out more come to our
inventory sale April 17, 18, 24,
25 and May I and 2, from 4
15,000 wounded since 1979.
9) During the invasion of
Dec. 27, 1979, Radio Kabul was
broadcast from the city of
Termez in the U.S.S.R.
10) At the University of
Kabul, a course in Moslem art
was replaced with "History of
Cuba!'
11) As a result of the effort to
use cities as concentration
camps, Kabul's 1979 population
of 600,000 tripled by 1985.
12) The Soviet Union sends
its wounded to East European
hosipitals to recuperate and
talks about war games and
training exercises in
Afghanistan to hide the war
from the Russian people.
Unfortunately, all of the
above are true. If you would like
a more complete picture, I urge
you to attend the presentation
of Hamed Akbervai, a native of
Afghanistan, on April 10, at 3
p.m. in 137 Bennett Hall.
Mr. Akbervai has testified in
Congressional hearings on
Human Rights Violations and
is speaking by invitation in dif-
ferent parts of the Unitd States
before he returns to his country.
This is also an excellent
chance to research a term paper
theme or speech subject, as
there will also be supplementary
written and video sources.
In any case, you won't want
to miss this unique educational
opportunity.
Enjoy the rest of the
semester.
Alan Okonski
Hart Hall
The presentation Mr. Okon-
ski wished to announce took
place yesterday. While The
Maine Campus had this letter in
time to facilitate his announce-
ment, we did not publish it by
our error. The Maine Campus
regrets the error, and wishes to
apologize to Mr. Okonski.
get involvet---
p.m. to 6 p.m. Non-membeis
can buy food at low members'
prices.
Nk'e are currently looking for
people to help run the co-op
next year. If you have good
organizational abilities, pa-
tience and a desire to learn
about the food distribution
business and cooperatives,
come and visit us any Thursday
from 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. to find
out about any of our four paid
positions.
Academic credit for the posi-
tion of director is also available.
P'nuts Food Co-op will hold
a general membership meeting
on Tuesday April 8 at 5 p.m. in
the Ham Room of the
Memorial Union. Plans for our
year's end sale and next year
will be discussed. New members
are welcome.
Lindsay Tulloch, director
P'nuts Co-op
arger...
.
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• Stars (continued from page 5)
Because the Planetarium has too
small a staff, Davenport said.
"We now have one studeftt lecturer,
two work-study technical assistants and
myself. "
The proposed $15 million UMaine
supplemental budget that is being con-
sidered by the Maine Legislature would
generate about $8.5 million for UMO's
budget.
Davenport said if the Legislature ap-
proves the funding package, then the
Planetarium may benefit also. "As it is
now, we' are undersW\ffed and under-
funded," he said. \„
"I haven't had time to keep record and
add up all the (visitors). lihisiness is
booming. It keeps me busy, But it
doesn't give me any time to \,o o the
business side, or the 
development.\
side
of new shows," he said. \
The Planetarium had about 15,
visitors last year, Davenport said. Most
of them came from school groups.
Roughly 1,000 UMO students visited the
facility last year, he estimated.
"Planetarium work takes.a lot of time.
About 10 hours are involved for every
minute of a show. So if you have a
30-minute show, that's 300 hours (of
preparation)," Davenport said.
To save time, Davenport buys his
shows, which are composed of slides, a
soundtrack and a script. But even so,
Davenport said that 100 hours are need-
ed to prepare the pre-packaged show. •
Neil E Comins, associate professor of
physics, is a faculty adviser for the facili-
ty. He said he is concerned that Daven-
port may "burn-out" because of his ad-
ditional hours managing the
Planetarium as public interest in Comet
Halley keeps up.
This year, the faCiTity received $2,000
from President Johnson's discretionary
fund to help pay the operating budget.
The College of Arts and Sciences gave
about -$3,000 this year to the
Planetarium. The $5,000 in funds from
the university totals one-quarter of the
facility's annual $20,000 operating ex-
penses, Davenport said.
introductory course in astronomy. But
this is considered an optional activity.
Most shows do not cater to the academic
interests of the campus community,
Davenport said.
"I have to produce shows that will
produce income. Those are the children's
shows we do for school groups and for
public audiences from off-campus.
"That form of public service does not
have a high priority with the administra-
"I have to produce shows that will
produce income. These are the children's
shows we do for school groups and for
public audiences from off-campus."
Alan W. Davenport,
Planetarium director
According to an article in The Daily
Maine Campus of 1982, the facility
recered $3,000 from the president's
discret• nary fund that year. "The
amounfof money that the Planetarium
gets from The university is different every
year. The Nnetarium is not a regular,
budgeted itemC. Davenport said.
"It puts me in the position of having
to do programs at are strictly design-
ed to generate inco7 I do not have th'e
opportunity to desig quality programs,
or any type of progrnms that have a
limited appeal," he said
The—Planetarium prov es about 10
shows for UMO students enrolled in an
\
tion. And that puts me out on a limb
because the Planetarium has to act as a
public service to keep operating,"
Davenport said.
One concern of the university is rais-
ing enough money to complete the
Maine Center, for the Arts. Some of the
smaller functions on campiis have com-
plained that they have not been paid
enough attention, according to President
Johnson.
"We have to find the money to finish
this center. L know that (the Planetarium
has) had problems financially. When I
came into office two years ago, they
came to me and... I gave them what I felt
I could give. I repeated it againita—
year, " Johnson said. -
"We have other areas that also need
attention and there's just so much money
to go around," he said.
Comins said additional funding would
enable the facility's management to ex-
pand on the type of programs offered.
This may allow them to develop more
programs for university students. One
possibility is to use the Planetarium as
a stage for live performances.
"What we did one year was have a per-
former stand right in front of the star
projector. The performer was wearing a
costume. The different colored lights
would shine past her and onto the
dome... as she danced," Comins said.
Johnson said if the UMaine system
gets the funding package from the
Legislature, then his administration will
be in a better position to meet those
demands from smaller, on-campus.
functions.
He added that if the system does not
get the funding package, then "they will
have to get along as best they can until
we get enough money to help them
out.',
SOPHOMORES
The heat is on.
This summer may be your last chance to
graduate from college with a degree and an
officer's commission. Sign up for ROTC's
six-week Basic Camp now. See your Pro-
fessor of Military Science for details. But
hurry. The time is short. The space is
limited. The heat is on.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
CALL 581-1125
*****************
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
OR VISIT ROOM 114
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Aniericans fail to pick up on British pop
 — by Barnaby Garrison Thomas
 
 Staff Writer
LAURIE ANDERSON "LANGUA61
IS A VIRUS" Warner
Screaming headline:"Anderson Goes
Melodic", Or "Anderson Milks Grace
Jones!' For an artist known primarily for
icy cool, hypnotic workouts with com-
puter age Beat poetry, this schizophrcAtic
bridge between past Anderson and
Grace Jonesy funk confuses. Delights,
but confuses. Hold on to your copy of
"Big Science" but praise Anderson for
being adventurous.
THE NEIGHBORHOODS "THI
HIGH HARD ONE"
Restless
The catch phrase "positive punk"
seems to have been lost, except with the
Neighborhoods. This three piece band
combines cutting, articulate vocals with
buzzing, aggressive music. "Arrogance"
evokes the Buzzcocks at their most ap-
pealling, while "Real Stories" sounds
like the Jam at their punkiest. Points off
for bending with trends with
"W.U.S.A. "
CRITTERS
PG-13 1:40
4,10
33 V! AM
.• 3.4.
•
UNIENEMOMMOMIlla
DEBORA IYALL "STRANGE
LANGUAGE" CBS
Without knowing if Romeovoid has
broken up, lead singer Iyall's solo album
could be taken positively or negatively.
Positive, because if there is no longer a
Romeovoid than even these adequate
song at least satisfy. Negative because if
there is still a band than why release the
songs devoid of the grittiness and spunk
of Romeovoid.
G • R ALLC NEMAS 1-81-95 (EXIT 491 STILLWATER AVENUE TEL 942-1302
6:40 8:50
JUST BETWEEN
P0-13 1:10 6:30 9:00
POLICE ACADEMY III
PG 12:30 7:40 10:00
OFF BEAT
PG 1:30 7:20 9:50
HANNA AND HER SISTERS
P0-13 12:50 7:00 9:20
BLACK MOON
RISING R
MONEY PIT
PG 12:30 7:10
BAND OF HAND
1:20 7:20
9:30
9:40
CARE BEARS
G 1:00 4:00
BREWE
CINEMAS 1-BREWER SHOPPING CENTER ROUTE IA
GUNG HO
P0-13 6:50 9:10
OP
989-3313
6:45 8:45
OUT OF AFRICA
PG 7:00
•
WILDCATS
6:45
APRIL
FOOL'S DAY7:00 8:50
THE COLOR PURPLE
PG-13 8:00
ELLS WORTH
CINEMA I A 2
0.11111 •••• ROuTt !II f.7.3251.
9:15
HANNA AND HER SISTERS
PG 13 7:00 9:00
RIDE THE SHUTTLE BUS
to the Bangor Mall Cinemas!!
Departs UMO at 6:00 and 6:45 p.m.
Returns to UMO at 8:55 and 9:40 p.m.
Round trip tickets only $1.50
Bus leaves Hauck Auditorium Circle every Friday and Saturday
for the first showings only. sus sponsored by Gamma Sigma Sigma
and Alpha Phi Omega
STUDENT MOVIE DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE!
RUEFRES "FLOWERS FOR ALL OC-
CASIONS" MCA
With the tough U.K. music mags
(NME, Sounds, and Record Mirror) all
throwing around words like "intelligent",
"important", "dynamic", and "power-
ful" you must wonder why the U.S. has
not caught on to this disc. With songs
like "the Ruah" and "By The Shadow
Line" drawing analogies to Joe Jackson
and other unpretentious rock craftsmen
pop is in good hands for another season
of fad.
communique
Friday, April 11
Moslem Friday Prayer: Drummond
Chapel, Memorial Union, 12 p.m.
Migratory Fish Rasearch Institute:Patrick Bley, Maine Cooperative Fish
and Wildlife Research Unit: "Seasonal
Habitat Selection of Brook Trout and
Atlantic Salmon and the Effect of Com-
petition," 312 Murray Hall, 12 a.m.
Overeaters Anonymous, Old Town
Room, Memorial Union. 12 a.m. to 1
p.m.
Focus: T.G.I.F., Sutton Lounge, 12:15
Focus: Fo's'cle, Lown Room, Memorial
Union, 7:30 p.m.
Music Dept: "A Night at the Opera"
with Nancy Ogle and Ludlow Hallman,Lord Hall, 8 p.m. admission.
Arts Alive! Bill Kirchner Nonet, HauckAuditorium.
Bear's Den: Major "7"
Saturday, April 12
Sea Movies: "Beverly Hills Cop,"
Hauck Auditorium, 7 and 9 p.m. $2 with
a UMO ID.
Gamma Sigma Sigma: Dance-A-Thon,
Lengyel Gym, 12 a.m to noon on
Sunday.
Focus: Fo'c'sle, Lown Rooms, 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, April 13
Catholic Liturgy, 9:30 and 11 a.m. also
6:30 p.m. at the Newman Center.
Protestant Worship, Lown Rooms,
Memorial Union, 11 a.m.
The "Maine Freewheelers Bicycle
Club" invites' you to check out your
spring legs with 10 mile cycling time
trials. Timings will start at 10 a.m. from
Pats Bike Shop in Old Town. For more
information call Mike at 866-3293.
AfbiNSCoRNEii:
FRIDAY PUB NIGHT 5 to 1
Back by popular demand!!
"Danny Brayall"
• 9 to 1•••••••••••••
•
•
••• Lee per & the••
•• Barbacks"
••
•••••
• Beer & Nachos Served••••
SATURDAY 9 to 1
Ii
_. •••..r.•.•6. •
•
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Jewish music
combines big
band and folk
by Becky Pilkington
Staff Writer •
"Klezmer music has been
described as Jewish beebop, for
lack of anything better," said
Joel Katz, director of the Maine
Center for the Arts.
The 15 piece Klezmer 
Conservatory Band is now part of a
revival of klezmer music, Katz
said. The band will perform at
Hauck Auditorium on Sunday,
April 13 at 8 p.m. Katz said
klezmer comes from medieval,
eastern European folk music.
Traveling, Jewish musicans went
from town to town, spreading this
music. Eventually, it became an
established form.
Klezmer flourished with the
Jewish immigrants when they came
to the United States. In the 1940s,
klezmer faded as the Jewish musi-
cians became "Americanized."
Hankus Netsky, the band's
founder, formed the band in 1980,
Katz said. Netsky, previously was
an insuuctor at the New England
Conservatory School of Music.
Katz said that this music is a
combination of big band and folk.
It combines a wide range of in-
struments such as the violin,
piano, accordion, trombone and
others.
Band features azz sounds
The Bill Kirchner Nonet will perform Friday at 8 p.m. at Hauck Auditorium
by Becky Pilkington
Staff Writer
The Bill Kirchner Nonet will be per-
forming Friday at Hauck Auditorium at
8 p.m. The nine member group is known
for its performance of contemporaryjazz music with a wide range of styles.
Joel D. Katz, director of the Maine
Center for the Arts, said the band, which
is based in New York City, has recorded
many albums with Sea Breeze records.
Among them are "What It Is To Be
Frank" and "Infant Eyes." The Bill
Kirchner Nonet plays music by Lionel!
Hampton, Horace Silver and Buddy
Rich.
Donald Stratton, associate professor
of music, said, "Kirchner is an excellent
musician. I have nothing but admiration
for him. "
Katz said that Kirchner composes and
arranges music. And he is a multi-
woodwind specialist as well as a
bandleader. In 1980, he formed the Bill
Kirchner Nonet, which performs in Ness.
York State and in the eastern United
States.
Downbeat Magazine named Kirchner
as a winner in the 33rd annual critics'
poll in three different categories, Katz
said. He also received a grant from Na-
tional Endowment for the Arts.
Kirchner studied privately with sax-
ophonist Lee Konitz and with pianist
Harold Danko. He was involved with the
Smithsonian Institution's jazz program,
the Mike Crotty Big Band and the Ber-
nard Sweeney Quartet.
WHAT IS MAINE DAY?
SERVICE PROJECTS 8:00-12:00
Join the hundreds of students beautifying the campus! Projects range from
cleaning the tennis courts to painting/dormitory wings. If you work in the
morning, you will receive a button which entitles you to free admission
to the barbeque and beach party. If you want to join the hundreds beautify-ing the campus on MAINE DAY,
conact Laurie Lemieux at 581-4544 Rm. 312.
BARBEQUE 11:00-3:00
Help support Farm AidL. 2
 3
 and eat at the chicken barbeque sponsored by Alpha Gamma Rho.It is being held in front of North Stevens Hall. Students without a button only pay threedollars! Get psyched for some great food!!
00ZEBALL 2:00-5:00
Volleyball in the .mud!! 8" of mud!! Oozeball is a fundraiser for Operation
Liftoff, a wish fulfillment foundation for Maine's terminally ill children.
Help send a child to Disneyland! Come cheer the teams on by the closed
off road near the performing arts center but... watch out for the mud!!
RAY BOSTON 9:00-1:00
What a party!! Sand, sun, and surf at Ray Boston's Summertime Anytime
beach party in the fieldhouse. Free admission if you work in the morning...
all others pay four dollars.
Classes will not be in session so everyone can participate on MAINE DAY, Wednesday,April 23,
SP.
RAY BOSTON
UUPWT
IL/NC I 11416)
SPONSOR:I:
111:11611:1W5
=mom nun= 11211VM. Xi CRUM
Thls Beach Party Includes the Real Stunt
• Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream at No Cost
. Two Pools (One 3,000 gal 3 ft deep,
One 1,000 gal. 2 ft. deep').
• Beach area complete with sand.
scenery, and sun lamps
• Heavy duty lighting to make everyone
look tanned
. Heating the room to a toasty
summertime temperature
• Two 8-ft lifeguard chairs.
• Beach balls, chairs, and umbrellas.
• Free T-shirts.
• Dance Floor.
• Golf Area
• Summertime decorations
. Twister games and much much more
AU that's missing is you and your bathing suit!
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Sports
Baseball team travels to NU,
UMass .for weekend games
ters over the .300 mark, with senior Paul
DiPillo leading the way. The outfielder
has been on fire with a 13-for-21, .619
AVG. He has two homeruns and 14 RBI.
Gary Nelson, a junior first baseman.
and Dan Spotts, a senior outfielder, are
the two Huskies in the .400 range.
Nelson has gone 12-for-28, .429 AVG,
while Spotts is 10-for-25, with a .400
AVG and three homeruns.
Freshman designated hitter Dan
DiVito has a .353 AVG.
UMass has been having more than its
share of problems, according to Howard
Davis, UM'ass sports information direc-
tor. If the Minutemen aren't letting their
opponents reach the bases via errors,
then the pitchers are walking them there.
"Our fielding percentage has been
awful," Davis said. "We currently
have a .917 PCT latith 47 errors in 16
games. And, it could be worse.
"Another problem has been our
number of walks. In 1231/2
 innings, we've
walked 94 batters. That, in addition to
our poor fielding, has compounded the
problem."
The two probable pitchers for- the
series are freshman lefty Chris Slattery
(0-2, 3.31 ERA) and senior righty Jon
Martin (1-3, 5.12 ERA). The UMass No.
4 and 5 hurlers will face Black Bears' Jay
Kemple (3-1, 6.24 ERA) and Dale Plum-
mer (2-2, 6.57 ERA).
Jay Zerner, a junior from Portlan ,
leads the Minutemen in hitting. The left
fielder has a .370 AVG (20-for-54) with
seven doubles and 11 RBI.
Steve Allen leads the team in slugging
with a .674 PCT. The sophomore short-
stop has four homeruns and 10 RBI with
a .326 AVG.
Senior first baseman Jeff Cimini
(19-for-56, .322 AVG with 14 RBI) and
outfielder Matt Sheran (20-for-65, .308
AVG) are the other UMass players above
the .300 range.
THE BEAR FACTS
Coach Winkin said he was pleased
with the changes he made in last
weekend's lineup. Dave Gonyar went to
right field in the rotation to fill the gap
- (see BASEBALL-page 12)
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
There are three_ reasons why Nor-
thevern University might be considered
the major obstacle in the University of
Maine baseball team's quest for a second
straight ECAC North regular season ti-
tle. Their names are Joe Killelea, Brian
Baldwin and Jim Walker.
The threesome has bolstered the
Huskies pitching rotation to the point
that Maine coach John Winkin con-
siders NU as one of the 'tougher con-
ference opponents the Black Bears will
face.
Winkin will find out just how tough
when the squads square off for a three-
game series Saturday and Sunday at NU.
Both Saturday's double-header and Sun-
day's game will begin at 1 p.m.
On Friday, the Black Bears (13-16, 2-0
NAC) travel to UMass (2-14) for a non-
conference double-header beginning at
1 p.m.
NU has run off a 5-2 overall record
and a 2-1 conference mark for one of its
quickest starts to date: And according to
Bill Doherty, NU assistant sports infor-
mation director, the Huskies are fairly
solid throughout.
"We're much stronger this season,"
Doherty said. "Baldwin was the question
mark before the season because of his
arm problems. He's been healthy this
season and now we have three good
starters.
"We've always had a good hitting
team. But, we'd end up loosing games
10-8 because of our pitching."
The junior Killelea and sophomore
Baldwin are expected to be pitted against
Maine hurlers Scott Morse (2-3, 3.57
ERA) and Jeff Plympton (2-2, 6.68
ERA). On Sunday, the sophomore
Walker will face Steve Loubier (2-1, 5.29
ERA).
Killelea is I-1 on the season with a 1-0
shutout against the University of Ver-
mont to his credit. The righty has the
team's No. 2 ERA at 1.13.
Baldwin is 1-0 on the season and the
right has an even more impressive 0.67
ERA. Walker, a right hander, is 1-1 with
a 4.05 ERA.
The first pitcher out of the bullpen for
the Huskies is Dave Weiner. The
6-foot-4, 190-pound senior is 2-0 with a
4.85 ERA. The Huskies have four bat-
LILLatzli:E
LlitatIS
*MEGABUCKS*
Oser 600 VCR movies
to choose from
including s
Commandos
Goonies
Witness
Freedom Road
lear of the Dragon
National Geographic %ideo
Bud Pony's $25.00
Cold Wine - BeerS kegs
Open 11:30 p.m. Weekdays
Fri. & Sat. 'til 12:30 p.m.
Sun. 'til 11 p.m.
750 Stillwater Ave.
827-5504
Summer Fall Spring
WASHINGTON
OR LONDON
INTERNSHIPS
OXFORD SUMMER
Full Academic Years In
• Oxford University
• L.S.E.
• St. Andrews, Scotland
U.S. credits will be transferred
through Hampden-Sydney
College, founded in Virginia by
James Madison in 1776.
Graduate woris is an option.
The Director of Studies for the
Center for Quality Education
Abroad (in Britain) is the Rt.
Hon. The Lord Beloff, D.Litt.
(Oxon.), Fellow of the British
Academy, Professor Emeritus
of Government and Fellow of
All Souls, Oxford.
INQUIRIES TO:
JANET KOL LEK, JD.,
Admissions Director CQEA/
WISC, Rm 53, 158W. 81 St.,
NY,NY, 10024.
(212-724-0804/724-0138).
'E0/AA)
Off the
trodden path •
Thomas Roth
The opening day of fishing
season always brings on a certain
feeling in my heart. This feeling
smacks of newness, anticipation,
and vigor.
While the water is still too cold
and much too high to expect a
heavy creel, an outing on opening
day is always a success.
Last Tuesday, between classes, I
was able to fish a small stream in
Otis. The weather was beautiful
with a warm sun and cool, yet gen-
tle breeze. It took me 45 minutes
to reach that stream, and twice
that time to decide if it was essen-
tial to return to zoology lab later
in the day.
I started out by busting my way
through thorn-riddled raspberry
bushes and face-slapping young
alders. Upon reflection, I'm sure I
must have looked like quite a con-
traption with my waders slung over
one shoulder, fly rod in right hand,
and vest bulging with too many
flies and streamers to use in one
lifetime.
Finally, I reached my destina-
tion, a bend in the stream complete
with deep pools, large rocks, and
enough overhanging branches to
snag even the most conservative
roll cast.
Several freshly tied nymphs fail-
ed to raise a young brookie. Next,
I fixed several patterns of
streamers to my 3x tippet.
Nothing.
• Then it struck. Not a fish, but
the urge to explore this new found
waterway. As I wandered, I saw
evidence of beaver, muskrat, and
to thedismay of my nose, a dog's
calling card.
Here and there, I would wet my
line, but my childlike wandering
got the better of the morning.
A .streamside lunch let me
ponder over this paradise I'd
discovered. Recalling the smooth,
pebbled stream, clear water, and
diversity of aquatic plants, I decid-
ed to return later this month when
the water warms.
My morning ended when I
packed up and left for class, but
the memory of this season's open-
ing day remains with me, even now.
Sunday, April 13, 1986 4:00 p.m.
Student Rush: V2 price tickets Y2 hour before performance
HAUCK AUDITORIUM
University of Maine at Orono
Tickets: 581-1755
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England's Wembley Stadium
site of NFL preseason game
LONDON — The National Football
League is embarking on a series of
games around the world, with the first
stop a return visit to London this
summer.
For the time being, at least, the games
will involve the league's traditionally
U.S.-based teams. But NFL officials
would not rule out the long-term
possibility of franchises in Europe and
Japan.
At a news conference to promote the
preseason game between the Chicago
Bears and the Dallas Cowboys in
Wembley Stadium Aug. 3, Joe Rhein, the
NFL's director of administration, said
the league wants to promote itself out-
side North America.
"The league's long-range planning
committee and the clubs both approved
the cbncept of staging a series of games
over the next several years here, in
Europe, in Japan," Rhein said. "The
idea is to try to go into as many different
areas as we can."
Tex Schramm, the Cowboy's president
and a member of the NFL Competition
Committee, said that to talk about in-
ternational franchises at present was
"probably jumping too far ahead.
"I'm involved in our sport and I'm
proud of it, and we think it would be
great if it became a world sport, where
there was a team that was England play-
ing a team from the United States,
Schramm said.
Whalers shock Quebec again;
to MontrealBruins go down
From AP wire reports
For the second straight night, the
Hartford Whalers shocked the Quebec
Nordiques and the Montreal Canadiens
beat the Boston Bruins Thursdaynight
in NHL Adams Divison playoffs and
took commanding leads in their first-
round series.
In other NHL playoff series, the
Washington Captials stopped the N.Y.
Islanders 5-2, the Toronto Maple Leafs
surprised the Chicago Black Hawks for
the second straight night, 6-4. Both
Washington and Toronto took 2-0 leads
in the series along with Edmonton,
which beat Vancouver, 5-1, and Calgary,
which downed Winnipeg 6-4.
Evening the best-of-five series at I-1,
were the Philadelphia Flyers and the
Minnesota North Stars. The Flyers edg-
ed the N.Y. Rangers 2-1 and the North
Stars beat St. Louis 6-2.
Claude Lemieux's second power-play
goal of the game, with 2:27 left in the
third period, led Montreal over Boston.
The victory gave the Canadiens a 2-0 ad-
vantage over the Bruins as the series
headed back to Boston.
Lemieux, who was the recipient of a
cross-check by Kraig Nienhuis that gave
Montreal the manpower advantage at
15:44, was alone in front of Bruins
rookie goaltender Bill Ranford.
redirected Mats Naslund's pass into the
net.
The Canadiens led 2-0 until the Bruins
struck for two goals 52 seconds apart by
Barry Pederson and Keith Crowder to tie
the game midway through the third
period.
MA I7
 TERM 1986
May 12 - May 30
Registration
April 17 is the deadline for registration. Courses with
insufficient enrollment will be cancelled as of April 17.
Students may register for scheduled courses after April
18 if space is still available.
Registation will be on "Continuing Education Divi-
sion" Matierials, which may be obtained at 122 Chad-
bourne Hall.
Tuition
Undergraduate-550.30 per credit hour
Graduate-557.90 per credit hour
Payment of tuition and fees: May be paid at time of
registration or you may he billed and pay prior to the
first class meeting.
Housing
Double room per week--$48.25
Single room per week-557.00
Dining Halls will not be open during May Term. Meals
maj• he obtained at the Union.
To register, call or visit the C.E.D.
office in 122 Chadbourne Hall,
phone 581-3142.
Classes are not scheduled to meet on Memorial Day, May 26.
BASEBALL ROUNDUP
Nipper pitches
Red Sox to first
win, 4-2
DETROIT (AP) — Doubles by
Ed Romero and Bill Buckner and
Jim Rice's two-run single keyed a
four-run inning and Al Nipper
checked Detroit on four hits
Thursday as the Boston Red Sox
beat the Tigers 4-2.
Nipper struck out six and walk-
ed five in 82/3 innings, and Joe
Sambito got the final out to
salvage the final game of Boston's
season-opening three-game series.
The Tigers got an unearned run
in the second inning when Darrell
Evans walked, reached third and
scored when Buckner dropped
Doug Baker's grounder at first
base. In Detroit's seventh, singles
by Darnell Coles and Chet Lemon
and a walk by pinch-hitter Harry
Spilman loaded the bases and
Dave Collins' grounder sent Coles
home.
Suicide squeeze
propels Yankees
to 6-5 win vs. K.0
NEW YORK (AP) — Pinch-
hitter Dale Berra's bases-loaded
suicide squeeze bunt with one out
in the 10th inning scored Mike
Easier as the New York Yankees
rallied from an early five-run
deficit and defeated the Kansas Ci-
ty Royals 6-5 Thursday.
Easier led off the 10th against
rookie reliever Al Hargesheimer
with a double to the base of the
center-field wall. Easier went to
third on a grounder and Mike
Pagliarulo, and Butch Wynegar
were walked intentionally to load
the bases.
The winner was Dave Righetti,
who came in after Frank White
had led off the top of the 10th
against Rod Scurry with a double.
Fred Lynn's
three-run homer
lead O's to 5-1 win
BALTIMORE (AP) — Fred
Lynn greeted Cleveland reliever
Jamie Easterly with a tie-breaking
three-run homer in the seventh in-
ning, Rick Dempsey hit two home
runs and Baltimore pitchers Ken
Dixon and Rich Bordi held the In-
dians without an earned run as the
Orioles posted a 5-1 victory Thurs-
day night.
Dixon, 1-0, worked the first
seven innings for Baltimore, scat-
tering six hits. Bordi pitched two
hitless innings for his first save.
Smith singles home
winning runs in
Cards' 4-2 win
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Ozzie Smith
singled home two runs to break a
fourth-inning tie and Rick Ownbey
earned his first major-league win
in almost three years, leading the
St. Louis Cardinals to a 4-2 victory
Thursday over the Chicago Cubs.
Ownbey struck out two and
walked four before leaving the
game two batters into the seventh
inning. Todd Worrell saved
Ownbey's first victory in a St.
Louis uniform.
OBaseball
left by the removal of third baseman Jim
Overstreet.
Gonyar, a senior co
-captain, jumped
from ninth to third in the team batting
race with a .349 AVG (15-for-43). Dan
Kane continues to lead the Black Bears
with a .378 AVG (34-for-90). The senior
DH also leads the team in RBIs with 26.
(continued from page II)
Mike Bordick is the No. 2 hitter with
a .357 AVG (40-for-112) with 20 RBI.
And Rick Bernardo (22
-for-65, .338
AVG.), who also leads the team in
homeruns with four, Dan Etzweiler(34-for-I01, .337 AVG.), and Don Hut-
chinson (32-for-106, .302 AVG.) lead
Maine's starters.
CVAPttl°
Attention Students
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN:
LAUGHTER
FRIENDS
CHALLENGE
.be a V.I.P.
4,
4°*4
1(sotl'
eol,
BE A NEW STUDENTORIENTATION ASSISTANT
THIS FALL AUG. 28-SEPT. I
Applications available at the Orientation Office in the MemorialUnion, from your R. D. or Complex Office
Application Deadline: Wednesday, April 16,1986 For Addi-
 
_Liana! Information: Call 581-1825
